
U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 20535 

November 28, 2017 

MuckRock News 
DEPT MR 45637 
411A Highland Avenue 
Somerville, MA 02144-2516 

FOIPA Request No.: 1380385-000 
Subject: DE BARY, THEODORE 

Dear Mr. Higgins: 

The enclosed documents were reviewed under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Title 5, United States 
Code, § 552. Below you will find check boxes under the appropriate statue headings which indicate the types of 
exemptions asserted to protect information which is exempt from disclosure. The appropriate exemptions are noted 
on the enclosed pages next to redacted information. In addition, a deleted page information sheet was inserted to 
indicate where pages were withheld entirely and identify which exemptions were applied. The checked exemptions 
boxes used to withhold information are further explained in the enclosed Explanation of Exemptions. 

Section 552 Section 552a 

r (b)d) r (b)(7)(A) r (d)(5) 

r (b)(2) r (b)(7)(B) r (j)(2) 

F (b)(3) W (b)(7)(C) r (k)(D 

50 U. S. C.. § 3024 (0(1) 
r (b)(7)(D) r (k)(2) 

W (b)(7)(E) r (k)(3) 

r (b)(7)(F) r (k)(4) 

r (b)(4) r (b)(8) r (k)(5) 

r (b)(5) r (b)(9) r (k)(6) 

F7 (b)(6) r (k)(7) 

16 pages were reviewed and 16 pages are being released. 

Below you will also find additional informational paragraphs about your request. Where applicable, check 
boxes are used to provide you with more information about the processing of your request. Please read each item 

carefully. 

I- Document(s) were located which originated with, or contained information concerning, other 
Government Agency (ies) [OGA]. 

I- This information has been referred to the OGA(s) for review and direct response to you. 
r we are consulting with another agency. The FBI will correspond with you regarding this information 

when the consultation is completed. 

In accordance with standard FBI practice and pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and Privacy Act 
exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. § 552/552a (b)(7)(E)/(j)(2)j, this response neither confirms nor denies the 
existence of your subject’s name on any watch lists. 



For vour information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and national secunty 
records from the requirements of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). See 5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV 
(2010). This response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is a 
standard notification given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded records do, 
or do not, exist. Enclosed for your information is a copy of the Explanation of Exemptions. 

For questions regarding our determinations, visit the www.fbi.gov/foia website under “Contact Us. 
The FOIPA Request Number listed above has been assigned to your request. Please use this number in all 
correspondence concerning your request. 

You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United States 
Department of Justice, Suite 11050,1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, D C. 20530-0001, or you may 
submit an appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating an account on the following 
website: httDs://foiaonline.reaulations.qov/foia/action/public/home. Your appeal must be postmarked or 
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely. If you 
submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act 
Appeal.” Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 

You may seek dispute resolution services by contacting the Office of Government Information Services 
(OGIS) at 877-684-6448, or by emailing oais@nara.gov. Alternatively, you may contact the FBI’s FOIA Public 
Liaison by emailing fnipaniifistions@fbi.aov. If you submit your dispute resolution correspondence by email, the 
subject heading should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services." Please also cite the FOIPA Request Number 
assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 

I- The enclosed material is from the main investigative file(s), meaning the subject(s) of your request was 
the focus of the investigation. Our search located additional references, in files relating to other 
individuals, or matters, which may or may not be about your subject(s). Our experience has shown 
such additional references, if identified to the same subject of the main investigative file, usually contain 
information similar to the information processed in the main file(s). As such, we have given pnonty to 
processing only the main investigative file(s) given our significant backlog. If you would like to receive 
any references to the subject(s) of your request, please submit a separate request for the reference 
material in writing. The references will be reviewed at a later date, as time and resources permit. 

17 See additional information which follows. 

| Sincerely, 

David M. Hardy 
Section Chief 
Record/Information 

Dissemination Section 
Records Management Division 

Enclosures (2) 

This letter is in response to your request for responsive records concerning your subject listed above. 
Enclosed are 16 excised pages of information responsive to your subject. 

This material is being provided to you at no charge. 



EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 

(b)(1) 

(b)(2) 

(b)(3) 

(b)(4) 

(b)(5) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(7) 

(b)(8) 

(b)(9) 

(d)(5) 

0(2) 

00(1) 

00(2) 

00(3) 

(10(4) 

00(5) 

00(6) 

00(7) 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 

(A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 

related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 

specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters 
be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers 

to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential, 

inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 

personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 

records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or 
information ( A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B ) would deprive a person of a right to a fair 
trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (D ) could 
reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private 
institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 
enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 

individual; 

contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf ofi or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 

geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 

information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 

material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 

information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, 

for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 

investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege 
under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be 

held in confidence; 

material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant to 

the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056, 

required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 

investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 
employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 

information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service he 

release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 

material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who 

furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. FBI/DOJ 
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SAC, Rev Torn 

REC-120 Director, FBI 

EX-100 
9ILLIAH THEODORE de BAST 
IS - B \ 

Reurlet 8/11/70 containing ixv 
subject, requesting Bureau to search iltdii 
if there is any additional information coi 
and if no derogatory inforaation located, 
to interview subject regarding any contaci 
of the 8oviet establishment in Rev York C; 

at ion regarding 
■ to ascertain 

looming the subject 
i authorize Rev fork 
(s aade by members 
f-ty. 

Inasmuch as information Is set subject 
indicated he had been in contact with the? RJosion to 
the United Rations and had spoken at lmr®,™ .“iet 
Ambassador, this is a contact case and sfiouid be handled 
as such* ' -:-- 

Rev fork should resubmit its request for interview 
of subject in the prescribed manner accordin&t© Bureau 
policy* Set forth results of review of your files regarding 
subject and members of his family* 

BST: 
NOTE* de Bary, Professor of Oriental Studies and Director of 

To!son _ 
Suilivnn . 
Mohr_ 

rational Defense Educational Act Program, East Asian Language 
'enter, Columbia University, spoke at a Communion breakfast in 

^ New Jersey in January, 1970, He spoke of Red China, its history 
and philosophy. He also mentioned unspecified contacts with 
his department for information on American social problems and 
indicated he had been in contact vith SHUN and bad spoken at length 
with the Soviet Ambassador who is also a China expert. Believed Bishop . _ f _ 

uronnan. c.d—desirable New York handle as contact case and in connection 
Cospur __ —r therewith. should furnish 
Conrad - j » • • .7 Fdt. 7 ; /‘n n . s ^ 
Gale_ 
Rosen 
Tavcl__ 
Walters J 
Soyars __1 
Tele. Roog 
Holmes_ 
Gandy_ 

e$EP9 
i MAIL ROOMl 

\ . : 

1) 

Bureau results of fcevlew of its files. 

O 
OT) 

TELETYPE UNIT I I 
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X ‘MAY IMS EDITION . w 
GSA "MR (<1 CFR) 101-11.6 

► U^rfrED STATES fPVERNMENT 

4 Memorandum 
TO : ' DIRECTOR, FBI 

« \ "b3 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

SAC, NEW YORK 

WILLIAM THEODORE de BARY 
IS-R 

date: 8./H/70 

4 
Subject, who is a professor of Oriental Studies 

and is Director of the National Defense Educational Act 
Program, East Asian Language Center, Columbia University, 
spoke at a Communion Breakfast in Demarest, NJ, in January, 
1970. Subject spoke of Red China, its history and philosophy. 
He also spoke of contacts made with his department for in¬ 
formation on Americal social problems. These contacts were 
not specified. He added that the Soviet Union is interested 
in his department since the Soviets believe that American 
scholars are able to obtain more data on Red China than 
Soviet scholars. 

de BARY indicated that he had been in contact with I the SMUN and had spoken at length with the Soviet Ambassador 
who is also a China expert. The name of this ambassador was 
not given. 

tp | 

■’'A 

p 

Subject also said he was in full agreement with 
the President’s Asian policy concerning the safety and security 
of South Vietnam. 

The Credit Bureau of Greater New York records 
showed that deBARY lived at 98 Hickory Hill Road, Tappan, NY. 

The NYCFD had no record of subject. 

The records of the Credit Bureau of Rockland 
County contained no information regarding subject. 

f±X 

the FBI had made a check,of 
had been made by the US Ci 
connection with a position 
Welfare Department. ThSi 
showed that subject was o- 
Number is 161-16-9223. He 

/2^Bureau (RM) MET- 
T1 New York 

#£C- 28 

D(f):na EX-100 

| Orangetown P.D., advised 
subject in 1961, and that 
1 Service Commission in 1962 in 

fith the Health, Education and 
As of the P.D. of Orangeburg, NY, 

/9/19, Bronx, NY. Social Security 
erved in the Navy from 2/42 to /tO/46 

AUG 12 1970 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the PayroTTSavings Plan 
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• b7C 

b7E * 

and his Navv service number was 236717. His wife’s name is 
Fanny and hid son is namedj [ ' 

' • . . ' ’«’ . 4 r ' ; ’ 

The check made by the FBI in 1961,.alluded to above. . 
was made as a result of a letter written, by] J 
on 7/13/61, which was critical of the Bureau for not providing 
the number of pamphlets he had requested. He then accused the 
FBI of•not being alert in safeguarding the U.S. agfinst 
Communist subversion and agitation. ' ^ * ' 

.^background investigatiori showed] |to 
|of WILLIAM THEODORE de BARY as^aEowfrTfTTJYIerTo 

Director dated 7/21/61, 

be 

In NY 80-0-5356-A, [ 1 wrote to the Director 
in. January, 1967, for assistance in a.study dealing with . 
correctional matters.! |was representing -Correctional 
Services, Columbia College Citizenship Council, 311 Ferris 
Booth Hall, Columbia University, The Director declined this1.,, 
request.- . ' . J.' ' / 

Following is the complete text of a biographical sketch 
of subject in"Who’s^ \7ho 1970-71," 

1iQ-l 
de BARY, WILLIAlKfHEODORE, edudator; born,. Bronx, NY, 

ist 9, 1919; son ofVwiLLIAM EMIL/arid MILDREEyn MAROUETJE)_ 
_ „B.*A. , Columbia,.1941, MA. (fellow Aifferican Council 
Learned Societies 1947-48), 1948, William Bayard Cutting 

traveling fellow, also Fulbright scholar in China,. 1948-49, 
PhD. 1953; Henry Evans1 Traveling Fellow, Harvard, 1941-42, 
married FANNY BRETT, June 16, 1942; children-MARY BRETT, PAUL 
AMBROSE, CATHERINE ANNE, MARY BEATRICEi Faculty Columbia, 1949— . .. 
prof. Chinese and Japanese, 1959-66, Chairman department, i960— 
1966, chairman of university committee Oriental Studies, 1950-- 
Oriental records editor Records of Civilization, 1952—..Horace. 
Carpentier professor of Oriental Studies 1967..US Delegate to 
International Cpuncil of Philosophy and Humanistic Sciences, Paris, 
1955; member Catholic Commission of Intellectual and Cultural 
Affairs, I960--. Served to Ltf.Commander'tISNR, 1943-45; Pacific 

. Theatre of operations. Member. Association of Asian Studies (directof), 
1961-64,(president 1969-70). Also member of the Asia Society, 
Japan Society of NY, (dir. 1964)American Council of Learned Soc¬ 
le ties (chairman of subcommittee on Chinese thought). Co-author: • / 
Sources of Japanese Traditions, 1958; Sources of Indian•Traditions, 
1958, Sources of Chinese Tradition, I960, Translator; Five Woman, • 
Who Loved Love (Ihara Saikaku), 1956. Editor; Approaches to the 
Oriental classics; Asian Literature- and Thought in .General Education 



I 

1059; A Guide to Oriental.clAssice;. 196>4: Approaches to Asian 
Civilization, 1964; the Buddhist Traditiph 1969; Self and 
Society in Ming Thought, 1969« Home 9S Hickory Hill Rd., - ; - 

;.Tappan, NY. Office: Columbia U. NYC 10027. ;. 
. >..t;-. •• -of -'-V. • 

SE MAX A. PFOUI’Z/caused a search to be made of the files ' 
of the Bureau of Personnel Investigations, Civil. Service 
Commission, and was advised on. 7/1/70 that CSC files disclosed . 
that. CSC conducted a national agency , check and inquiry in 1962 ' 
for the position, of MExp”. with Health Education and Welfare.;—r 
CSC National Agency Check Inquiry favorable. . .’•* "•'* • 

[ 
sa r of the Alexandria.Office on 7/2/70 checked 

No-derogatory inforraation was disclosed. • 

•Request of the Bureau; . * ; ‘ ‘ . V 

The Bureau is requested to search indices :to ascertain if there, 
is any additional information regarding the subject. 

Recommendat ion 'v' **'*••’•’’ ..}/. ’ 

If no derogatory information is/*contained in Bufiles, the ; 
Bureau is requested.to grant: permission to interview subject • 
re .any contacts made by members Of the Soyiet establishment in'. 
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Name Searching Unit - Room 6527 
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1 1Forwdrd to. File Review 
□Attention 

l Return to 

Type of Rgterehces Requested: 7 
tegular Request: (Analytical Search) 

^References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 
I Subversive References1 Only 
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9/22/70 uu SAC, Hew York £ 

^M(birector, FBI { 

WILLIAM THEODORE tie BARY 
INTERNAL SECURITY - RUSSIA 

1 - Mr* W. 
1 - Mr. C* 
1 - Mr. W. 
1 - Mr. L. 

C. Sullivan 
D. Brennan 
A. Branigan 
Whitson 

Reurlet 9/4/70. 

You are authorized to interview subject in accordance 
with provisions of Section 105K, Manual of Instructions. 
Interview should not be conducted on campus of Columbia 
University and subject should be advised at the outset of the 
interview that FBI is not interested in the normal educational 
functions of an institution of higher learning. 

The approach to subject as outlined by you on page 
two of referenced letter is considered suitable and you should 
follow this approach which will enable him to volunteer 
information concerning the nature and extent of his contacts 
with Soviet officials in the U. S. 

If subject is cooperative* report results of 
interview in LHU form suitable for dissemination# together 
with your recommendations for further action in this case. 
No steps should be taken to direct his activities without 
prior authorization from the Bureau. 

CGS:as 
(7) 
NOTE: 

Tolsan . 
Sullivan . 
Mohr- 
Bishop _ 
Brennan, C.D. 
Callahan_ 
Casper- 
Conrad _ 
Felt_ 
Gale_ 

See memorandum Mr. W. A. Branigan to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
ated-9/21/70, captioned as above* prepared by CGS:as. 

MAILED 4 

SEP 211970 
COMM-FBi f 

Rosen 
Tavel 
Waltei 
Soyars 
Tele. Room 
Holmes_ 
Gandy_ 

*5§S£P281970 
ROOMCX) ^TELETYPE UNIT I I 



( Y • FD-379 (3^r5-65) 
^ OPTIONAL H>pM NO. 10 

; MAY 1942 EDITION 

- fOSA CEN.jREG. NO. 2> 

♦ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
« * 

Memorandum 
to : DIRECTOR, FBI [ DATE: ^/^j/70 

b3 
b7E 

from SJfflC y NEW YORK ( 

6 

o 
SUBJECT: WILLIAM THEODORE m BARY 

IS - R 

[ 

I. 

II. 

RE: Bulet. 8/27/70._ 

Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in accordance with 
existing instructions relating to interviews of security subjects. Care will be 
exercised to protect the original source in this matter. No direct questions will 
be asked during the interview which will disclose to the subject the identity of 
the official or the establishment contacted, the method used in the contact, or 
the fact we are aware of the contact. The interview will be conducted in a 
manner so that the subject will volunteer the details of the contact. If this 
subject is cooperative, no affirmative steps will be taken during the initial 
interview to direct his activities, but a separate communication will be directed 
to the Bureau setting forth the results of the interview and requesting authority 
to recontact the subject as a potential security informant or double agent. 

Address, 98 Hickory Hill Road, Tappan, NY; Professor at 
Columbia University, born 8/9/19, at Bronx, NY, US citizen. 

Married. Name of wife, MILDRED-MARQUETTE DE BARY, aka 
FANNY. 

III. Subject* a professor of Oriental studies at Columbia 
University, indicated in a speech that the Soviets in NY 
have contacted him in the past in an effort to obtain 
data on Red China. 

There is no information available to indicate that subject 
has engaged in any subversive activities or has any such 
connections. 

(VfN. - Bureau (RM) 
t ^ 1 - New York 

DLDjamd 
e) 

"V7LRO0WL 

(APPROtfED 

.a w*_4S3^z?; 

/ 
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b7E 

i' 

V. Also, there is no information that any members of the 
family have engaged in any subversive activities. 

VI. Subject as a professor of Oriental studies at Columbia 
University would be of interest to certain members of 
the Soviet establishment in NY who have interest in 
Red China affairs as well as in the academic community 
in the U.S. 

t 

VII. Subject stated that the Soviets have shown interest in 
him as a scholar in Chinese 'studies because of the Soviet’s 
avowed difficulty in obtaining information about Communist 
China. 

VIII. Subject is an eminent scholar in Japanese and Chinese studies. 
He is the author of a number of books and articles of 
Chinese and Japanese history, culture and current affairs. 
He is also fluent in the Japanese and Chinese languages. 
Eis knowledge of China therefore is impressive and he 
undoubtedly has information and sources of information 
about China which could be of interest to the USSR. As 
is well known, contacts between the USSR and China have in 
recent years been reduced to an absolute minumum thus 
forcing the Soviets to turn to other .sources for infor¬ 
mation about China. These other sources may be Western 
scholars such as Professor de BARY. An interview therefore 
could provide information as to the nature of contacts made 
by the Soviets and by whom.tney are made. In addition, if 
these contacts are frequent, the substance of Soviet inquiries 
about China could prove to be valuable in assessing gaps 
in Soviet knowledge of China and possibly in assessing 
certain official Soviet attitudes toward China. 

IX. In approaching the subject, the .nature of the FBIjs 
responsibilities in the internal security field will be 
explained with particular attention to the Soviet diplomatic 
and commercial establishment in New York. The fact that 
members of the Soviet establishment initiate many contacts 
in widely separate fields will be explained pointing out 
that these contacts with the knowledge derived therefrom is 
of inestimable value in evaluating individual Soviets and 
their primary assignment in this country. Further, it will 

-2- 



b7E 

be explained that the subject as an eminent scholar in 
Oriental studies, particularly of Communist China, would 
be uniquely attractive for contact by a member of the 
Soviet establishment. Also it would be explained that if 
such contacts have been made the information derived 
from them could be of value not only in assessing 
individual Soviets but of assessing Soviet attitudes and 
perhaps intentions with resnect to Red China. 



5010-106 OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1*63 COITION 

OSA GIN. MG. NO. 27 

TO 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

from : Mr. W. A^gratvigan 

SUBJECT: WILLIAM THEODORE*^ e BARY 

Mr. C. D. Brenn 

1 
1 

1 
1 

Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Mr. C. D. Brennan 

date: September 21, 1970 

Mr. W. A. Branigan 
Mr. L. Whitson 

Brennan, C.D: 
Callahan . 
Casper. 
Conrad . 
Felt. 
Gale — 
Rosen . 

x) 

;a. 

1/ 

Tavel- 
Walters- 
Soy at s- 
Tele. Room . 
Holmes- 
Gandy - 

INTERNAL SECURITY - RUSSIA 

This recommends interview of subject who is Professor 
of Oriental studies^ Columbia University, New York City, to 
determine extent of his contacts with'Soviets. 

As Director of the National Defense Educational Act 
Program, East Asian Language Center, subject spoke at a 
Communion breakfast in Demarest, New Jersey, on the subject of 
Red China, its history and philosophy. He also mentioned 
unspecified contacts with his department for information on 
American social problems and indicated he had been in contact 
with the Soviet Mission to the United Nations (SMUN) and had 
spoken at length with the Soviet Ambassador (name not mentioned) 
who he termed as a China expert. During this talk subject 
indicated he was in full agreement with the President’s Asian 
policy concerning the safety and security of South Vietnam. 

Subject is an eminent scholar in Oriental studies 
and the author of a number of books on Asian history, culture 
and current affairs. He is particularly knowledgeable concerning 
Communist China and would be uniquely attractive for contact by 
a Soviet. He has indicated that Soviets have been interested in 
him as a scholar in Chinese studies because of the Soviet Union’s 
avowed difficulty in obtaining information about Communist China. 

In view of subject’s public admissions and his background, 
it is believed he should be interviewed to determine the nature 
and extent of his contacts with Soviet officials in this country. 
He will not be interviewed on campus and will be advised that the 
Bureau is not interested in normal functions of an educational 
institution. Responsibilities of the FBI in the internal security 
field will be explained to him and his cooperation solicited. He 
will be questioned in such a manner so as to permit him to volunteer 
the nature and extent of his contacts with the Soviets. 

ACTION: 

Enclosure 

[ 

ST-112 REC-10 

CGSiasf 

b3 

b7E 

you agree, there is attached a 
this interview. V 

>/ 

iV J 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FREM: 
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
DATE 11-2 

MAT IMS EDITION 

CSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101*1 M 

UNITEIKSTATES G^^SRNMENT 

Memorandum, 
4 

to : DIRECTOR, FBI ( 3 date: 10/14/7 0 

from^JMc, NEW YORK [ (C) b3 

b7E 

9 

o 
subject: WILLIAM THEODORE de BARY 

IS - R 

subject. 
ReBulet, 9/22/70, authorizing contact with 

Enclosed are 6 copies of an LHM marked 
Confidential" because it contains information of an 

investigative interest in nationals of a foreign power. 
Disclosure of such information could prove to be 
detrimental to the best interests of the US. 

Confidential source mentioned in enclosed LHM 
is SA ROBERT T. GOREY of the NYO of the FBI. GOREY 
attended a speech given by the subject in which subject 
indicated that the Soviets were interested in US scholars 
of China. 

Subject during the interview was cooperative 
although he gave no indication of wishing to take any 
positive action in establishing and maintaining contact 
with the Soviets. As is shown in enclosed LHM, subject 
did not have a high regard for the Soviets he met and 
did not encourage them to recontact him. fJ) 

Subject understood that the reason for 
approaching him was derived from our responsibilities in 
the internal security field and the fact that the FBI, in 
order to discharge these responsibilities, had to obtain 
information of the activities of the members of the Soviet 
establishment in New York. It was pointed out to the 
subject that the Soviets make contacts in many widely 
separate fields including the academic community. It was 
(nearly explained that the FBI does not have any interest. // 

JjjLn the normal educational functions of the university. I// 

(jP Bureau fRM^ fEnclS. 6) 
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Recommendation 

While subject indicated he would notify the 
NYO should any further contacts be made by the Soviets, 
he gave the impression that because of the press of his 
duties—teaching, heading various organizations and 
doing scholarly work—that he would not be able to take 
any positive action vis a vis the Soviets. Ttiis coupled 
with'the fact that the Soviets have not regularly 
contacted the subject makes any further contact at this 
time of little use. If a specific reason for making y 
recontact arises., consideration will be made as to its / 
advisability. 
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1 ITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

New York, New York 
October it, 1970 

William Theodore de Bary 

On September 29, 1970, William Theodore de Bary, 
Professor of Oriental Studies, Columbia University, New York, 
New York, was interviewed by a Special Agent of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI). This interview was initiated 
because a confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised that members of the Soviet 
establishment in New York City and Soviet visitors have 
sought to make contacts with American scholars in the 
Chinese field. 

de Bary said that he has had contact with several 
Russians the most recent being with an individual named 
Vyatkin who represented himself to be a Far Eastern expert. 

According to the United States Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS), Rudols Vsevolodovich Vyatkin 
entered the United States on February 2, 1970,and departed 
July 5s 1970. 

The United States Department of State (USDS) 
on January 29, 1970, issued a visa to Rudols V. Vyatkin 
who was bom on March 6, 1910, at Basel, Switzerland. 
The purpose given for visiting the United States was to 
study Chinese history and Sinology at various universities, 
including Columbia, in accordance with an agreement between 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) Academy 
of Sciences and the American Council of Learned Societies. 
Vyatkin1s occupation was shown to be researcher. 

Group i 
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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William Theodore de Bary* 

de Bary observed from his conversation with 
the individual named Vyatkin that Vyatkin was not a scholar 
but rather was a government functionary who adhered to 
well kn»wn positions of the Soviet government-; de Bary 
thought that Vyatkin's purpose in contacting American 
scholars in the Chinese field was to try and counter the 
symDathy, the Soviets believe ,■ the United States would 
show toward China in any conflict between China and the 
Soviet Union* Vyatkin told de Bary that he would make 
contact again, but this did not materialize. de Bary 
speculated that further contacts did not take place because 
de Bary exhibited an unyielding attitude toward Soviet 
policies and toward the purpose of Vyatkin's visit. deJSary 
went on to say that, unlike his colleagues, he, himself, 
is suspicious of the motives of the Soviets and he does 
not accept at face value the purpose of such visits. 

As to other contacts with Soviets, de Bary said he 
met an individual in Seattle, Washington, named Zanegin, who 
also was purported to be a Far Eastern expert. 

According to INS, one Boris Nikolayevich Zanegin 
arrived in the United States on February 24, 19°9, and 
departed on July 1, 1969. The records show that he was 
born on January 16, 1912, in Serpukov, USSR and that he is 
a China Specialist and Section Chief of the Institute of 
the Far East. 

According to visa information as furnished by the 
USDS, the purcose of Zanegin's visit was to do research on the 
topic "Current United States Foreign Policy in the Far East 
which was to be done under the auspices of the American 
Council of Learned Societies. The itinerary as provided by 
USDS showed that among other visits to American universities, 
Zanegin was scheduled from June 15-20, 1969, to be in 
Seattle, Washington and the University of Washington. 
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William Theodore de Bary 

de Bary made the observation that Zanegin v/as not 
a scholar but,rather seemed to express officially held views 
of the Soviet government. 

de Bary also spoke of meeting in Tokyo, Japan, 
former Permanent Representative to the United Rations9 
Nikolai Trofimovich Fedorenko, de Bary described Fedorenko 
as being a government official who has specialized in China 
affairSjbut who is not a scholar in the field, de Bary 
believes that Fedorenko had many contacts in China who were 
among those purged during the cultural revolution of 1966-1967. 
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